PRISM 2017 ENTRY: ROCKING THE DAISIES MUSIC & LIFESTYLE FESTIVAL
MEDIA REALTIONS
SUMMARY
Rocking the Daisies is one of the country’s biggest and most well-established music and
lifestyle festivals, attracting over 24,000 attendees over four days.
In 2016 Daisies, as it’s affectionately known, wanted to widen its appeal, increase numbers
and introduce a hip-hop stage – a first for the festival.
One-eyed Jack’s task as the festival’s communication agency was to increase brand
awareness by reinforcing Daisies as the top festival in SA, to reassure the core fan base that
their beloved Daises was not deviating from its original personality, but rather adding to the
overall festival experience.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM OR OPPORTUNITY
Daisies enjoys editorial support from entertainment and lifestyle media who are eager to
interview the international artists, and who have covered the festival in previous years.
While this assists with generating the usual PR for the festival, it didn’t address the need to
broaden our reach to communicate to new audiences. We interacted with media to
successfully communicate the introduction of the hip-hop stage without alienating existing
fans.
The task was to appeal to new fans and media who hadn’t considered attending Daisies
because it was a “white indie rock” festival”. We needed to broaden the appeal through
crafted stories and focus on communicating the hip-hop element to traditionally non-Daisies
audiences.
We formulated content themes that grouped story angles into the below key pillars. This
formed part of our communication KPI’s as we needed to achieve PR for the festival that
spoke to these different pillars.






The Two’s up hip-hop stage – and the introduction of a hip-hop line-up
Artists: both local and international
Greening and sustainability
Festival fashion, and
The general festival unique selling points.

Opportunities now existed to widen the Daisies audience base by focusing on the different
pillars and speaking to different types of media.
We invited and hosted 90 media at the festival over the four days, arranging exclusive
interviews, filming opportunities and behind-the-scenes access.

RESEARCH
Rocking the Daisies has conducted extensive research into its core fan base and
understands what type of music and experiences would appeal to its audience. While we
knew who the core Daisies fan was, our job was to attract new Daisies fans, both consumers
and media advocates with the introduction of the new stage.
We brought on Goodhope FM as a media partner, as their audiences were very familiar with
hip-hop.
Daisies brought on the number one hip-hop brand in SA, Pop Bottles, to curate the stage.
Through their knowledge of the SA hip-hop landscape they were able to deliver the best
experience at the festival. Pop Bottles has been a key player in the music industry and
understood that through effective communication and the right artist choices we could
convert both previous “Daisies is not for me” and “Daisies is only an indie-rock festival”
camps. We used this knowledge of the market to formulate the best responses to the
announcement that targeted both sets of thinking.
We did extensive desktop research to understand what similar global festivals like Coachella
in the USA and Glastonbury in the UK had previously done to communicate the addition of a
new genre to their audiences.
PLANNING
Our objectives were:
 To build a comprehensive PR campaign that included pre-event festival PR, PR that
showcased the extensive line-up of 250 acts and the new hip-hop stage.
 To broaden the audience and attract the hip-hop crowd through targeted PR.
 To invite and host both media who had attended Daisies as well as those who hadn’t
but were interested now because of the new stage.
How were we going to achieve our objectives?
• We created a drip artist announcement strategy that saw us releasing batches of
artist names every Monday to media; we created #RockingMondays as a hashtag –
this ensured we were top of mind every week throughout the six month campaign.
• We focused on local artists to secure PR in publications that were not necessarily
going to feature Daisies.
• We used artists like Moonchild Sanelly, Huge Masekela, Yanga and Jimmy Nevis to
target a different audience. This approach meant we secured additional interviews on
SABC radio stations that were mandated to follow the 90% local ruling.
• We selected publications that could help us tell the broader content stories.
• We targeted the hip-hop artist community to help us promote the new stage.
• We focused on the festivals glamping (glam camping) accommodation options that
spoke to the potential new festival-goer.
• By writing statements and monitoring all comments after we introduced the new
stage we never allowed any negative commentary about the festival changes to
overshadow the positivity and inclusivity we aimed to achieve.

Communication channels included:
 Traditional media: Print, broadcast, online
 Social media: Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, artist’s social media channels, and
influencers
 Owned: www.rockingthedaisies.com, Daises newsletter, NuTickets database
 Media partners: Goodhope FM, Channel24, Viacom, and billboards
 Pop Bottles social media pages and artist influencers.
EXECUTION
The execution of the six-month campaign included:
Developing content
• Launch artist line-up to media every Monday over the campaign period.
• Confirm media partners, contracts and management.
• Press release, script writing and dissemination.
• Artist PR (Interviews, shout-outs and media support).
• PR the new hip-hop stage.
• Manage media accreditation.
• Status meetings and always-available support.
• Develop a crisis comms plan.
Targeted media approach
 We reached out to different types of publications that either were not familiar with
Daisies or didn’t see the relevance of the festival to their audiences. Our job was to
use the introduction of the new stage as an avenue to garner PR from these
publications.
Additional support and leverage
• We leveraged our media partners to run adverts to support the campaign.
• Amplified the social media team’s efforts to create a comprehensive strategy.
• Constantly seeded artist’s content for them to post on their social media channels.
On-site media management
 We hosted media and media partners at the festival that all needed interviews,
images and access to the different stages across the festival grounds over the four
days.
 We needed to manage the flow of communication from the festival by always been in
contact with the media to supply them with the relevant information.
 Artists are unpredictable and our schedules changed on an hourly basis, we needed
to effectively manage the changes with artist management both local and
international as well with the media. Our task was to ensure we did whatever it took
to ensure all interviews were done. Communication is sometimes tricky with large
crowds so WhatsApp groups were created for communicating with the media, stage
managers and artists.

OUTCOMES AND EVALUATION
OBJECTIVE
Build brand love for the new hip-hop
stage

PR Rocking The Daisies and all the
festivals unique selling points
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On-site media management
Social media support
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The hip-hop stage proved successful it
was the most talked about stage and
will be a permanent feature at the
festival.
All PR spoke to the five pre-identified
focus areas.
The 2016 campaign saw an increase of
nearly double the PR value
AVE R27,900,030 (1:1)
Publications that had never featured
Daisies came on-board with coverage
on the hip-hop stage – like V –
entertainment, Metro FM, City Press
newspaper and Gagasi FM.
Despite the lack of support from
international artists we switched gears
and profiled many local acts from Hugh
Masekela to Moonchild.
Festival PR was varied and included all
aspects from artist line-up, to safety on
Cape Talk to must-have camping
equipment with GQ.
Interviews: pre-interviews = 44 and onsite interviews = 30
Goodhope FM’s campaign value was
over R 740,000 and had increased onsite presence with their OB van that
broadcasted shows and did interviews
with organizers and artists.
Channel24 support of Daisies amounted
to R 700,000
MTV did over 18 interviews.
Over 80 media attended the festival and
post event coverage was impressive
The campaign achieved 1 529 744
Twitter impressions
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